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ABB Ability™ Smart Sensor

What’s new?

Notification for condition index changes

Users can now enable notifications for condition index changes in the portal. This asset-specific notification type “Asset condition change” can be enabled by navigating to the Asset Details page, selecting the correct asset from the drop-down menu and selecting the Notification configuration tab. Notifications will be sent when asset condition index changes (for example from green state to yellow).

Asset and nameplate photos visible in the portal

Users can now view asset-specific photos in the portal. Photos can be accessed by navigating to the Asset Details page and selecting the correct asset from the drop-down menu. When an asset is selected, users can view the photos by clicking on the icons next to the asset name. Also, full screen mode is supported. Photos can be added and deleted from the Smart Sensor mobile app.
Minor fixes for the texts and pop-ups and improvements for the usability
A few small changes that make the user experience smoother.

Updates specific for Smart Sensor for mounted bearings

On demand load measurement
The ability to load measurements on demand for the Smart Sensor for mounted bearings through the mobile app. This can be done by tapping on load measurement within the asset menu.